
This is intended to be a basic guide to the use of the OpenCab
logo and brand identity elements. For additional details or

further information please contact the Marketing team.
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The new standard for seamlessly connecting commercial trucking apps.

OpenCab is a simple, well-documented interface spec that lets commercial trucking apps share driver and vehicle information.
This makes it possible for devices like ELDs, sensors, and cameras to work together seamlessly,

by having their proprietary apps communicate with each other through OpenCab.
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Logo Usage

Our Primary Logo

Ensure that the logo is always placed on a color that is complimentary to the version being used. 
The logo should only be placed on colors that provide adequate contrast to provide clear visual representation of brand colors.

The OpenCab logo may only be used in one of two formats - the primary version (horizontal) or the secondary (icon).

The primary version should always be the first choice in general applications unless special design or production require the use of the icon. There are six approved color variations for the logo - black,  
blue, gray, gray and black, gray and white and white - the logo color version should be selected based on the piece being designed and the background color it is being placed on. When being used on 
a white background the black version should always be the initial choice unless design or production restrictions require an alternate logo. When placed on a color other than white or a very light color 
then either the gray or the white version of the logo should be used. The minimum size the logo can be used at is 1.5”

The logo must be used as provided and may not be cut or altered in any way. 

Black Blue

Wrong Logo Color Wrong Logo Color Poor Contrast, Wrong Logo ColorWrong Logo Color

Minimum Size 1.5”
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Gray

Gray and Black Gray and White White



The Safety Area

An ideal safety area around the logo ensures visibility and impact.

The minimum safety zone measures exactly 1/2 x the height of the icon of the logo.

Use of the safety zone between the logo and other graphic elements (images, type other logos, etc.)
will help to retain a strong presence wherever the logo appears.
This is a minimum recommended safety area; where possible, more space can be allowed around the
logo. Logo placement should always compliment the area being designed while giving the logo enough
space to “breathe”. 

The OpenCab icon is a pictogram, a graphic representation that exemplifies the brand without mentioning it, that is, a visual abstraction that represents us. 
The icon is not a substitute for the logo and is intended for limited and discretionary use. It should only be used when there is a clear written reference 
to our full name within the visual space in which it is being used.

As well as the logo, a safety area around the icon is necessary. The minimum safety zone should always be 1/2 x the height of the icon.

The OpenCab icon may be utilized in creative ways to expand the identity graphics without using the logo. 
It can be used as a design element to compliment the piece being designed while delivering a visual connection to the identity. 
Approved uses are shown here. Designers may apply their discretion and creativity in placing the icon as a design element however the icon itself should
never be manipulated or distorted in any way.

The icon can be used on it’s own in any of the approved colors, providing there is a clear representation of the complete brand name and mark within 
the visual space of the piece being designed. It can be used at various scales or bled off the edge of a visual area. It cannot be manipulated or edited in any way.

Any uses of the icon beyond those shown here require approval of the Marketing team.

Our Icon

Logo Usage
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Our Primary Typefaces

Our Brand Fonts

This is a headline
in WorkSans (SemiBold)

WorkSans (SemiBold)

WorkSans (Medium)

WorkSans (Regular)

WorkSans is the primary headline typeface for use in all brand communication for OpenCab. 
It’s a clean, modern sans-serif typeface that works well for display copy, body text
and everything in between.

Our Brand Colors

Color is an important part of the OpenCab Identity and should always be
consistently used to enhance messaging. Dark/colored backgrounds (blue/black)
are an important part of our visual identity as they allow our primary colors to
stand out. Wherever possible dark colors should be more dominant.
Secondary or accent color (orange) should only be used in moderation. 
Our primary colors should be used strategically so as to not have them dominate
the piece being designed. The recommended use of each color is indicated by
the varying sizes of the circles below.

Primary

OpenCab Black
#1c2c3f

OpenCab Dark Blue
#1B365D

WhiteHeadline 1
WorkSans
SemiBold

Body Text
WorkSans
Regular

This is a body text as WorkSans Regular. 
Agnimilla si int labo. Cor ariam evenis que nis doluptatia aut haritio ribusam, 
optatin nonem reperspe perum, eum ent liquissed que iumquia delic tem
repremodi totaquatem quo illandis alit qui doluptatur, temquuntis se cus.
Bere pa imintio con el ipiti optas etus, adigente in rem atiusani same 
miligendaeri di repero officiendae ma de voluptas ellore evendes delique net
audiaepro ipsam ut maximet reperi omnihit iumquia idem utem il maioraeped
que nis evelles non est volupta debit voluptas sum, sinctur magnitatior
as et, et quaectu repuditam elitasseque veliqui delibus as eturerferro
quossum ut apelique nis denim nihil id maximol laccus explab ium esti aut

This is a headline
in WorkSans (Medium)

Headline 1
WorkSans
Medium Secondary

OpenCab Orange
#E87722

Gray

R 28
G 44
B 63

C 89
M 75
Y 50
K 52

R 232
G 119
B 34

C 5
M 65
Y 100

K 0

R 27
G 54
B 93

C 98
M 83
Y 37
K 28
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https://opencabstandard.org

https://opencabstandard.org

OpenCab on Website (Desktop) OpenCab on Website (Mobile)
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OpenCab Compatible Badges
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If you have any questions or need further help in using our brand assets correctly
please contact the Marketing Team
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